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Deterministic modeling process is presented in the context of linear programs (LP). LP models are easy to
solve computationally and have a wide range of applications in diverse fields. This site provides solution
algorithms and the needed sensitivity analysis since the solution to a practical problem is not complete with
the mere determination of the optimal solution.
Linear Optimization - home.ubalt.edu
Financial economics is the branch of economics characterized by a "concentration on monetary activities", in
which "money of one type or another is likely to appear on both sides of a trade". Its concern is thus the
interrelation of financial variables, such as prices, interest rates and shares, as opposed to those concerning
the real economy.It has two main areas of focus: asset pricing (or ...
Financial economics - Wikipedia
If we consider forward and reverse supply chains simultaneously, the result network will construct a
closed-loop supply chain. Fig. 1 illustrates a generic supply chain for both forward and reverse logistics. In
this figure, the classical (forward), and reverse supply chains are presented by solid lines and dashes,
respectively.
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